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Abstrat
In this paper, we exhibit a strong relation between the sand automata
onguration spae and the ellular automata onguration spae. This
relation indues a ompat topology for sand automata, and a new ontext
in whih sand automata are homeomorphi to ellular automata ating
on a spei subshift. We show that the existing topologial results for
sand automata, inluding the Hedlund-like representation theorem, still
hold. In this ontext, we give a haraterization of the ellular automata
whih are sand automata, and study some dynamial behaviors suh as
equiontinuity. Furthermore, we deal with the nilpoteny. We show that
the lassial denition is not meaningful for sand automata. Then, we
introdue a suitable new notion of nilpoteny for sand automata. Finally,
we prove that this simple dynamial behavior is undeidable.
Keywords: sand automata, ellular automata, dynamial systems, subshifts,
nilpoteny, undeidability
1 Introdution
Self-organized ritiality (SOC) is a ommon phenomenon observed in a huge
variety of proesses in physis, biology and omputer siene. A SOC system
evolves to a ritial state after some nite transient. Any perturbation, no
matter how small, of the ritial state generates a deep reorganization of the
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whole system. Then, after some other nite transient, the system reahes a
new ritial state and so on. Examples of SOC systems are: sandpiles, snow
avalanhes, star lusters in the outer spae, earthquakes, forest res, load bal-
ane in operating systems [2, 5, 4, 3, 20℄. Among them, sandpiles models are a
paradigmati formal model for SOC systems [11, 12℄.
In [6℄, the authors introdued sand automata as a generalization of sandpiles
models and transposed them in the setting of disrete dynamial systems. A
key-point of [6℄ was to introdue a (loally ompat) metri topology to study
the dynamial behavior of sand automata. A rst and important result was a
fundamental representation theorem similar to the well-known Hedlund's theo-
rem for ellular automata [13, 6℄. In [7, 8℄, the authors investigate sand automata
by dealing with some basi set properties and deidability issues.
In this paper we ontinue the study of sand automata. First of all, we in-
trodue a dierent metri on ongurations (i.e. spatial distributions of sand
grains). This metri is dened by means of the relation between sand automata
and ellular automata [8℄. With the indued topology, the onguration set
turns out to be a ompat (and not only loally ompat), perfet and to-
tally disonneted spae. The strit ompatness gives a better topologial
bakground to study the behavior of sand automata (and in general of dis-
rete dynamial systems). In fat, ompatness provides a lots of very useful
results whih help in the investigation of several dynamial properties [1, 16℄.
We show that all the topologial results from [6℄ still hold, in partiular the
Hedlund-like representation theorem remains valid with the ompat topology.
Moreover, with this topology, any sand automaton is homeomorphi to a el-
lular automaton dened on a subset of its usual domain. We prove that it is
possible to deide whether a given ellular automaton is in fat a sand automa-
ton. Besides, this relation helps to prove some properties about the dynamial
behavior of sand automata, suh as the equivalene between equiontinuity and
ultimate periodiity.
Then, we study nilpoteny of sand automata. The lassial denition of
nilpoteny for ellular automata [10, 14℄ is not meaningful, sine it prevents any
sand automaton from being nilpotent. Therefore, we introdue a new denition
whih aptures the intuitive idea that a nilpotent automaton destroys all the
ongurations: a sand automaton is nilpotent if all ongurations get loser and
loser to a uniform onguration, not neessarily reahing it. Finally, we prove
that this behavior is undeidable.
The paper is strutured as follows. First, in Setion 2, we reall basi de-
nitions and results about ellular automata and sand automata. Then, in Se-
tion 3, we dene a ompat topology and we prove some topologial results, in
partiular the representation theorem. Finally, in Setion 4, nilpoteny for sand
automata is dened and proved undeidable.
2
2 Denitions
For all a, b ∈ Z with a ≤ b, let [a, b] = {a, a+ 1, . . . , b} and ˜[a, b] = [a, b] ∪
{+∞,−∞}. For a ∈ Z, let [a,+∞) = {a, a+ 1, . . .} \ {+∞}. Let N+ be the set
of positive integers. For a vetor i ∈ Zd, denote by |i| the innite norm of i.
Let A a (possibly innite) alphabet and d ∈ N∗. Denote by Md the set of
all the d-dimensional matries with values in A. We assume that the entries
of any matrix U ∈ Md are all the integer vetors of a suitable d-dimensional
hyper-retangle [1, h1]× · · · × [1, hd] ⊂ N
d
+. For any h = (h1, . . . , hd) ∈ N
d
+, let
Mdh ⊂M
d
be the set of all the matries with entries in [1, h1]× · · · × [1, hd]. In
the sequel, the vetor h will be alled the order of the matries belonging toMdh.
For a given element x ∈ AZ
d
, the nite portion of x of referene position i ∈ Zd
and order h ∈ Nd+ is the matrixM
i
h(x) ∈M
d
h dened as ∀k ∈ [1, h1]×· · ·×[1, hd],
M ih(x)k = xi+k−1. For any r ∈ N, let r
d
(or simply r if the dimension is not
ambiguous) be the vetor (r, . . . , r).
2.1 Cellular automata and subshifts
Let A be a nite alphabet. A CA onguration of dimension d is a funtion from
Zd to A. The set AZ
d
of all the CA ongurations is alled the CA onguration
spae. This spae is usually equipped with the Tyhono metri dT dened by
∀x, y ∈ AZ
d
, dT (x, y) = 2
−k
where k = min
{
|j| : j ∈ Zd, xj 6= yj
}
.
The topology indued by dT oinides with the produt topology indued by
the disrete topology on A. With this topology, the CA onguration spae is a
Cantor spae: it is ompat, perfet (i.e., it has no isolated points) and totally
disonneted.
For any k ∈ Zd the shift map σk : AZ
d
→ AZ
d
is dened by ∀x ∈ AZ
d
, ∀i ∈
Zd, σk(x)i = xi+k. A funtion F : A
Z
d
→ AZ
d
is said to be shift-ommuting if
∀k ∈ Zd, F ◦ σk = σk ◦ F .
A d-dimensional subshift S is a losed subset of the CA onguration spae
AZ
d
whih is shift-invariant, i.e. for any k ∈ Zd, σk(S) ⊂ S. Let F ⊆Md and let
SF be the set of ongurations x ∈ AZ
d
suh that all possible nite portions of x
do not belong to F , i.e. for any i, h ∈ Zd, M ih(x) /∈ F . The set SF is a subshift,
and F is alled its set of forbidden patterns. Note that for any subshift S, it is
possible to nd a set of forbidden patterns F suh that S = SF . A subshift S is
said to be a subshift of nite type (SFT) if S = SF for some nite set F . The lan-
guage of a subshift S is L(S) =
{
U ∈ Md : ∃i ∈ Zd, h ∈ Nd+, x ∈ S,M
i
h(x) = U
}
(for more on subshifts, see [17℄ for instane).
A ellular automaton is a quadruple 〈A, d, r, g〉, where A is the alphabet also
alled the state set, d is the dimension, r ∈ N is the radius and g :Md
2r+1 → A
is the loal rule of the automaton. The loal rule g indues a global rule G :
AZ
d
→ AZ
d
dened as follows,
∀x ∈ AZ
d
, ∀i ∈ Zd, G(x)i = g
(
M i−r
2r+1(x)
)
.
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Note that CA are exatly the lass of all shift-ommuting funtions whih are
(uniformly) ontinuous with respet to the Tyhono metri (Hedlund's theorem
from [13℄). For the sake of simpliity, we will make no distintion between a CA
and its global rule G.
The loal rule g an be extended naturally to all nite matries in the fol-
lowing way. With a little abuse of notation, for any h ∈ [2r + 1,+∞)d and any
U ∈ Mdh, dene g(U) as the matrix obtained by the simultaneous appliation
of g to all the Md
2r+1 submatries of U . Formally, g(U) = M
r
h−2r(G(x)), where
x is any onguration suh that M0h(x) = U .
For a given CA, a state s ∈ A is quiesent (resp., spreading) if for all matries
U ∈Md
2r+1 suh that ∀k ∈ [1, 2r+1]
d
, (resp., ∃k ∈ [1, 2r+1]d) Uk = s, it holds
that g(U) = s. Remark that a spreading state is also quiesent. A CA is said
to be spreading if it has a spreading state. In the sequel, we will assume that
for every spreading CA the spreading state is 0 ∈ A.
2.2 SA Congurations
A SA onguration (or simply onguration) is a set of sand grains organized in
piles and distributed all over the d-dimensional lattie Zd. A pile is represented
either by an integer from Z (number of grains), or by the value +∞ (soure
of grains), or by the value −∞ (sink of grains), i.e. it is an element of Z˜ =
Z∪{−∞,+∞}. One pile is positioned in eah point of the lattie Zd. Formally,
a onguration x is a funtion from Zd to Z˜ whih assoiates any vetor i =
(i1, . . . , id) ∈ Zd with the number xi ∈ Z˜ of grains in the pile of position i. When
the dimension d is known without ambiguity we note 0 the null vetor of Zd.
Denote by C = Z˜Z
d
the set of all ongurations. A onguration x ∈ C is said to
be onstant if there is an integer c ∈ Z suh that for any vetor i ∈ Zd, xi = c.
In that ase we write x = c. A onguration x ∈ C is said to be bounded if there
exist two integers m1,m2 ∈ Z suh that for all vetors i ∈ Zd, m1 ≤ xi ≤ m2.
Denote by B the set of all bounded ongurations.
A measuring devie βmr of preision r ∈ N and referene height m ∈ Z is a
funtion from Z˜ to [˜−r, r] dened as follows
∀n ∈ Z˜, βmr (n) =


+∞ if n > m+ r ,
−∞ if n < m− r ,
n−m otherwise.
A measuring devie is used to evaluate the relative height of two piles, with
a bounded preision. This is the tehnial basis of the denition of ylinders,
distanes and ranges whih are used all along this artile.
In [6℄, the authors equipped C with a metri in suh a way that two on-
gurations are at small distane if they have the same number of grains in a
nite neighborhood of the pile indexed by the null vetor. The neighborhood is
individuated by putting the measuring devie at the top of the pile, if this latter
ontains a nite number of grains. Otherwise the measuring devie is put at
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height 0. In order to formalize this distane, the authors introdued the notion
of ylinder, that we rename top ylinder. For any onguration x ∈ C, for any
r ∈ N, and for any i ∈ Zd, the top ylinder of x entered in i and of radius r
is the d-dimensional matrix C′
i
r(x) ∈ M
d
2r+1 dened on the innite alphabet
A = Z˜ by
∀k ∈ [1, 2r + 1]d ,
(
C′
i
r(x)
)
k
=


xi if k = r + 1 ,
βxir (xi+k−r−1) if k 6= r + 1 and xi 6= ±∞ ,
β0r (xi+k−r−1) otherwise.
In dimension 1 and for a onguration x ∈ C, we have
C′
i
r(x) = (β
xi
r (xi−r), . . . , β
xi
r (xi−1), xi, β
xi
r (xi+1), . . . , β
xi
r (xi+r))
if xi 6= ±∞, while
C′
i
r(x) =
(
β0r (xi−r), . . . , β
0
r (xi−1), xi, β
0
r (xi+1), . . . , β
0
r (xi+r)
)
if xi = ±∞.
By means of top ylinders, the distane d
′ : C × C → R+ has been introdued
as follows:
∀x, y ∈ C, d′(x, y) = 2−k where k = min
{
r ∈ N : C′
0
r(x) 6= C
′0
r(y)
}
.
Proposition 2.1 ([6, 8℄) With the topology indued by d
′
, the onguration
spae is loally ompat, perfet and totally disonneted.
2.3 Sand automata
For any integer r ∈ N, for any onguration x ∈ C and any index i ∈ Zd
with xi 6= ±∞, the range of enter i and radius r is the d-dimensional matrix
Rir(x) ∈M
d
2r+1 on the nite alphabet A = [˜−r, r] ∪⊥ suh that
∀k ∈ [1, 2r + 1]d ,
(
Rir(x)
)
k
=
{
⊥ if k = r + 1 ,
βxir (xi+k−r−1) otherwise.
The range is used to dene a sand automaton. It is a kind of top ylinder, where
the observer is always loated on the top of the pile xi (alled the referene).
It represents what the automaton is able to see at position i. Sometimes the
entral ⊥ symbol may be omitted for simpliity sake. The set of all possible
ranges of radius r, in dimension d, is denoted by Rdr .
A sand automaton (SA) is a deterministi nite automaton working on on-
gurations. Eah pile is updated synhronously, aording to a loal rule whih
omputes the variation of the pile by means of the range. Formally, a SA is a
triple 〈d, r, f〉, where d is the dimension, r is the radius and f : Rdr → [−r, r] is
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the loal rule of the automaton. By means of the loal rule, one an dene the
global rule F : C → C as follows
∀x ∈ C, ∀i ∈ Zd, F (x)i =
{
xi if xi = ±∞ ,
xi + f(R
i
r(x)) otherwise.
Remark that the radius r of the automaton has three dierent meanings: it rep-
resents at the same time the number of measuring devies in every dimension of
the range (number of piles in the neighborhood), the preision of the measuring
devies in the range, and the highest return value of the loal rule (variation of
a pile). It guarantees that there are only a nite number of ranges and return
values, so that the loal rule has nite desription.
The following example illustrates a sand automaton whose behavior will be
studied in Setion 4. For more examples, we refer to [8℄.
Example 1 [the automaton N ℄ This automaton destroys a onguration by
ollapsing all piles towards the lowest one. It dereases a pile when there is a
lower pile in the neighborhood (see Figure 1). Let N = 〈1, 1, fN 〉 of global rule
FN where
∀a, b ∈ [˜−1, 1], fN (a, b) =
{
−1 if a < 0 or b < 0 ,
0 otherwise.

Figure 1: Illustration of the behavior of N .
When no misunderstanding is possible, we identify a SA with its global rule F .
For any k ∈ Zd, we extend the denition of the shift map to C, σk : C → C
is dened by ∀x ∈ C, ∀i ∈ Zd, σk(x)i = xi+k. The raising map ρ : C → C is
dened by ∀x ∈ C, ∀i ∈ Zd, ρ(x)i = xi + 1. A funtion F : C → C is said to be
vertial-ommuting if F ◦ ρ = ρ ◦ F . A funtion F : C → C is innity-preserving
if for any onguration x ∈ C and any vetor i ∈ Zd, F (x)i = +∞ if and only
if xi = +∞ and F (x)i = −∞ if and only if xi = −∞.
Remark that the raising map ρ is the sand automaton of radius 1 whose loal
rule always returns 1. On the opposite, the horizontal shifts σi are not sand
automata: they destroy innite piles by moving them, whih is not permitted
by the denition of the global rule.
Theorem 2.1 ([6, 8℄) The lass of SA is exatly the lass of shift and vertial-
ommuting, innity-preserving funtions F : C → C whih are ontinuous w.r.t.
the metri d
′
.
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3 Topology and dynamis
In this setion we introdue a ompat topology on the SA onguration spae
by means of a relation between SA and CA. With this topology, a Hedlund-
like theorem still holds and eah SA turns out to be homeomorphi to a CA
ating on a spei subshift. We also haraterize CA whose ation on this
subshift represents a SA. Finally, we prove that equiontinuity is equivalent to
ultimate periodiity, and that expansivity is a very strong notion: there exist
no positively expansive SA.
3.1 A ompat topology for SA ongurations
From [8℄, we know that any SA of dimension d an be simulated by a suitable CA
of dimension d+ 1 (and also any CA an be simulated by a SA). In partiular,
a d-dimensional SA onguration an be seen as a (d + 1)-dimensional CA
onguration on the alphabet A = {0, 1}. More preisely, onsider the funtion
ζ : C → {0, 1}Z
d+1
dened as follows
∀x ∈ C, ∀i ∈ Zd, ∀k ∈ Z, ζ(x)(i,k) =
{
1 if xi ≥ k ,
0 otherwise.
A SA onguration x ∈ C is oded by the CA onguration ζ(x) ∈ {0, 1}Z
d+1
.
Remark that ζ is an injetive funtion.
Consider the (d + 1)-dimensional matrix K ∈ Md+1( 1, . . . , 1, 2) suh that
K1,...,1,2 = 1 and K1,...,1,1 = 0. With a little abuse of notation, denote SK =
S{K} the subshift of ongurations that do not ontain the pattern K.
Proposition 3.1 The set ζ(C) is the subshift SK .
Proof. Eah d-dimensional SA onguration x ∈ C is oded by the (d + 1)-
dimensional CA onguration ζ(x) suh that for any i, h ∈ Zd+1,M ih(ζ(x)) 6= K,
then ζ(C) ⊆ SK . Conversely, we an dene a preimage by ζ for any y ∈ SK , by
∀i ∈ Zd, xi = sup{k : y(i,k) = 1}. Hene ζ(C) = SK . 
Figure 2 illustrates the mapping ζ and the matrixK =
(
1
0
)
for the dimension
d = 1. The set of SA ongurations C = Z˜Z an be seen as the subshift
SK = ζ(C) of the CA ongurations set {0, 1}
Z
2
.
Denition 3.1 The distane d : C × C → R+ is dened as follows:
∀x, y ∈ C, d(x, y) = dT (ζ(x), ζ(y)) .
In other words, the (well dened) distane d between two ongurations x, y ∈ C
is nothing but the Tyhono distane between the ongurations ζ(x), ζ(y) in
the subshift SK . The orresponding metri topology is the {0, 1}
Z
d+1
produt
topology indued on SK .
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(a) Valid onguration. (b) Invalid onguration.
Figure 2: The onguration from Figure 2(a) is valid, while the onguration
from Figure 2(b) ontains the forbidden matrix K: there is a hole.
Remark 1 Note that this topology does not oinide with the topology obtained
as ountable produt of the disrete topology on Z˜. Indeed, for any i ∈ Zd,
the ith projetion pii : C → Z˜ dened by pii(x) = xi is not ontinuous in any
onguration x with xi = ±∞. However, it is ontinuous in all ongurations
x suh that xi ∈ Z, sine ∀k ∈ Z, ∀x, y ∈ C, onditions pii(x) = k and d(x, y) ≤
2−max(|i|,k) imply that pii(y) = k.
By denition of this topology, if one onsiders ζ as a map from C onto SK ,
ζ turns out to be an isometri homeomorphism between the metri spaes C
(endowed with d) and SK (endowed with dT ). As an immediate onsequene,
the following results hold.
Proposition 3.2 The set C is a ompat and totally disonneted spae where
the open balls are lopen (i.e. losed and open) sets.
Proposition 3.3 The spae C is perfet.
Proof. Choose an arbitrary onguration x ∈ C. For any n ∈ N, let l ∈ Zd suh
that |l| = n. We build a onguration y ∈ C, equal to x exept at site l, dened
as follows
∀j ∈ Zd \ {l} , yj = xj and yl =
{
1 if xl = 0 ,
0 otherwise.
By Denition 3.1, d(y, x) = 2−n. 
Consider now the following notion.
Denition 3.2 (ground ylinder) For any onguration x ∈ C, for any r ∈
N, and for any i ∈ Zd, the ground ylinder of x entered on i and of radius r
is the d-dimensional matrix Cir(x) ∈M
d
2r+1 dened by
∀k ∈ [1, 2r + 1]d ,
(
Cir(x)
)
k
= β0r (xi+k−r−1) .
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For example in dimension 1,
Cir(x) =
(
β0r (xi−r), . . . , β
0
r (xi), . . . , β
0
r (xi+r)
)
.
Figure 3 illustrates top ylinders and ground ylinders in dimension 1. Re-
mark that the ontent of the two kinds of ylinders is totally dierent.
(a) Top ylinder entered on xi = 4:
C′
i
r
(x) = (+1,−∞,−3,4,−2,−2,+1).
(b) Ground ylinder, at height 0:
Cir(x) = (+∞,−2,+1,+∞,+2,+2,+∞).
Figure 3: Illustration of the two notions of ylinders on the same onguration,
with radius 3, in dimension 1.
From Denition 3.1, we obtain the following expression of distane d by
means of ground ylinders.
Remark 2 For any pair of ongurations x, y ∈ C, we have
d(x, y) = 2−k where k = min
{
r ∈ N : C0r (x) 6= C
0
r (y)
}
.
As a onsequene, two ongurations x, y are ompared by putting boxes (the
ground ylinders) at height 0 around the orresponding piles indexed by 0.
The integer k is the size of the smallest ylinders in whih a dierene appears
between x and y. This way of alulating the distane d is similar to the one
used for the distane d
′
, with the dierene that the measuring devies and
the ylinders are now loated at height 0. This is slightly less intuitive than
the distane d
′
, sine it does not orrespond to the denition of the loal rule.
However, this fat is not an issue all the more sine the onguration spae
is ompat and the representation theorem still holds with the new topology
(Theorem 3.5).
3.2 SA as CA on a subshift
Let (X,m1) and (Y,m2) be two metri spaes. Two funtions H1 : X → X ,
H2 : Y → Y are (topologially) onjugated if there exists a homeomorphism
η : X → Y suh that H2 ◦ η = η ◦H1.
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We are going to show that any SA is onjugated to some restrition of a CA.
Let F a d-dimensional SA of radius r and loal rule f . Let us dene the (d+1)-
dimensional CA G on the alphabet {0, 1}, with radius 2r and loal rule g dened
as follows (see [8℄ for more details). Let M ∈ Md+1
4r+1 be a matrix on the nite
alphabet {0, 1} whih does not ontain the pattern K. If there is a j ∈ [r+1, 3r]
suh that M(2r+1,...,2r+1,j) = 1 and M(2r+1,...,2r+1,j+1) = 0, then let R ∈ R
d
r
be the range taken from M of radius r entered on (2r + 1, . . . , 2r + 1, j). See
gure 4 for an illustration of this onstrution in dimension d = 1.
Figure 4: Constrution of the loal rule g of the CA from the loal rule f of
the SA, in dimension 1. A range R of radius r is assoiated to the matrix M of
order 4r+ 1.
The new entral value depends on the height j of the entral olumn plus its
variation. Therefore, dene g(M) = 1 if j+f(R) ≥ 0, g(M) = 0 if j+f(R) < 0,
or g(M) = M(2r+1,...,2r+1) (entral value unhanged) if there is no suh j.
The following diagram ommutes:
C
F
−−−−→ C
ζ
y yζ
SK −−−−→
G
SK
, (1)
i.e. G ◦ ζ = ζ ◦F . As an immediate onsequene, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.4 Any d-dimensional SA F is topologially onjugated to a suit-
able (d+ 1)-dimensional CA G ating on SK .
Being a dynamial submodel, SA share properties with CA, some of whih
are proved below. However, many results whih are true for CA are no longer
true for SA; for instane, injetivity and bijetivity are not equivalent, as proved
in [7℄. Thus, SA deserve to be onsidered as a new model.
Corollary 3.3 The global rule F : C → C of a SA is uniformly ontinuous w.r.t
distane d.
Proof. Let G be the global rule of the CA whih simulates the given SA. Sine
the diagram (1) ommutes and ζ is a homeomorphism, F = ζ−1 ◦G ◦ ζ. Sine
G is a ontinuous map and, by Proposition 3.2, C is ompat, then the thesis is
obtained. 
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For every a ∈ Z, let Pa = pi
−1
0 ({a}) be the lopen (and ompat) set of all
ongurations x ∈ C suh that x0 = a.
Lemma 3.4 Let F : C → C be a ontinuous and innity-preserving map. There
exists an integer l ∈ N suh that for any onguration x ∈ P0 we have |F (x)0| ≤
l.
Proof. Sine F is ontinuous and innity-preserving, the set F (P0) is ompat
and inluded in pi−10 (Z). From Remark 1, pi0 is ontinuous on the set pi
−1
0 (Z)
and in partiular it is ontinuous on the ompat F (P0). Hene pi0(F (P0)) is a
ompat subset of Z˜ ontaining no innity, and therefore it is inluded in some
interval [−l, l], where l ∈ N. 
Theorem 3.5 A mapping F : C → C is the global transition rule of a sand
automaton if and only if all the following statements hold
(i) F is (uniformly) ontinuous w.r.t the distane d;
(ii) F is shift-ommuting;
(iii) F is vertial-ommuting;
(iv) F is innity-preserving.
Proof. Let F be the global rule of a SA. By denition of SA, F is shift-
ommuting, vertial-ommuting and innity-preserving. From Corollary 3.3, F
is also uniformly ontinuous.
Conversely, let F be a ontinuous map whih is shift-ommuting, vertial-
ommuting, and innity-preserving. By ompatness of the spae C, F is also
uniformly ontinuous. Let l ∈ N be the integer given by Lemma 3.4. Sine F is
uniformly ontinuous, there exists an integer r ∈ N suh that
∀x, y ∈ C C0r (x) = C
0
r (y)⇒ C
0
l (F (x)) = C
0
l (F (y)) .
We now onstrut the loal rule f : Rdr → [−r, r] of the automaton. For any
input range R ∈ Rdr , set f(R) = F (x)0, where x is an arbitrary onguration of
P0 suh that ∀k ∈ [1, 2r + 1], k 6= r+1, β0r (xk−r−1) = Rk. Note that the value of
f(R) does not depend on the partiular hoie of the onguration x ∈ P0 suh
that ∀k 6= r + 1, β0r (xk−r−1) = Rk. Indeed, Lemma 3.4 and uniform ontinuity
together ensure that for any other onguration y ∈ P0 suh that ∀k 6= r + 1,
β0r (yk−r−1) = Rk, we have F (y)0 = F (x)0, sine β
0
l (F (x)0) = β
0
l (F (y)0) and
|F (y)0| ≤ l. Thus the rule f is well dened.
We now show that F is the global mapping of the sand automaton of radius
r and loal rule f . Thanks to (iv), it is suient to prove that for any x ∈ C
and for any i ∈ Zd with |xi| 6=∞, we have F (x)i = xi + f
(
Rir(x)
)
. By (ii) and
(iii), for any i ∈ Zd suh that |xi| 6=∞, it holds that
F (x)i =
[
ρxi ◦ σ−i
(
F (σi ◦ ρ−xi(x))
)]
i
= xi +
[
σ−i
(
F (σi ◦ ρ−xi(x))
)]
i
= xi +
[
F (σi ◦ ρ−xi(x))
]
0
.
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Sine σi ◦ ρ−xi(x) ∈ P0, we have by denition of f
F (x)i = xi + f
(
R0r(σ
i ◦ ρ−xi(x))
)
.
Moreover, by denition of the range, for all k ∈ [1, 2r + 1]d,
R0r(σ
i ◦ ρ−xi(x))k = β
[σi◦ρ−xi (x)]0
r (σ
i ◦ ρ−xi(x)k) = β
0
r (xi+k − xi) = β
xi
r (xi+k) ,
hene R0r(σ
i ◦ ρ−xi(x)) = Rir(x), whih leads to F (x)i = xi + f
(
Rir(x)
)
. 
We now deal with the following question: given a (d + 1)-dimensional CA,
does it represent a d-dimensional SA, in the sense of the onjugay expressed
by diagram 1? In order to answer to this question we start to express the
ondition under whih the ation of a CA G an be restrited to a subshift SF ,
i.e., G(SF ) ⊆ SF (if this fat holds, the subshift SF is said to be G-invariant).
Lemma 3.6 Let G and SF be a CA and a subshift of nite type, respetively.
The ondition G(SF ) ⊆ SF is satised i for any U ∈ L(SF ) and any H ∈ F
of the same order than g(U), it holds that g(U) 6= H.
Proof. Suppose that G(SF ) ⊆ SF . Choose arbitrarily H ∈ F and U ∈ L(SF ),
with g(U) and H of the same order. Let x ∈ SF ontaining the matrix U . Sine
G(x) ∈ SF , then g(U) ∈ L(SF ), and so g(U) 6= H . Conversely, if x ∈ SF and
G(x) /∈ SF , then there exist U ∈ L(SF ) and H ∈ F with g(U) = H . 
The following proposition gives a suient and neessary ondition under whih
the ation of a CA G on ongurations of the G-invariant subshift SK = C
preserves any olumn whose ells have the same value.
Lemma 3.7 Let G be a (d+1)-dimensional CA with state set {0, 1} and SK be
the subshift representing SA ongurations. The following two statements are
equivalent:
(i) for any x ∈ SK with x(0,...,0,i) = 1 (resp., x(0,...,0,i) = 0) for all i ∈ Z, it
holds that G(x)(0,...,0,i) = 1 (resp., G(x)(0,...,0,i) = 0) for all i ∈ Z.
(ii) for any matrix U ∈ Md
2r+1 ∩ L(SK) with U(r+1,...,r+1,k) = 1 (resp.,
U(r+1,...,r+1,k) = 0) and any k ∈ [1, 2r + 1], it holds that g(U) = 1 (resp.,
g(U) = 0).
Proof. Suppose that (1) is true. Let U ∈ Md
2r+1 ∩ L(SK) be a matrix with
U(r+1,...,r+1,k) = 1 and let x ∈ SK be a onguration suh that x(0,...,0,i) = 1
for all i ∈ Z and M−r
2r+1(x) = U . Sine G(x)(0,...,0,i) = 1 for all i ∈ Z, and
M0
2r+1(x) = U , then g(U) = 1. Conversely, let x ∈ SK with x(0,...,0,i) = 1 for
all i ∈ Z. By shift-invariane, we obtain G(x)(0,...,0,i) = 1 for all i ∈ Z. 
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 immediately lead to the following onlusion.
Proposition 3.5 It is deidable to hek whether a given (d + 1)-dimensional
CA orresponds to a d-dimensional SA.
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3.3 Some dynamial behaviors
SA are very interesting dynamial systems, whih in some sense lie between
d-dimensional and d + 1-dimensional CA. Indeed, we have seen in the previ-
ous setion that the latter an simulate d-dimensional SA, whih an, in turn,
simulate d-dimensional CA. For the dimension d = 1, a lassiation of CA in
terms of their dynamial behavior was given in [15℄. Things are very dierent
as soon as we get into dimension d = 2, as noted in [19, 18℄. The question is
now whether the omplexity of the SA model is loser to that of the lower or
the higher-dimensional CA.
Let (X,m) be a metri spae and let H : X → X be a ontinuous appli-
ation. An element x ∈ X is an equiontinuity point for H if for any ε > 0,
there exists δ > 0 suh that for all y ∈ X , m(x, y) < δ implies that ∀n ∈ N,
m(Hn(x), Hn(y)) < ε. The map H is equiontinuous if for any ε > 0, there
exists δ > 0 suh that for all x, y ∈ X , m(x, y) < δ implies that ∀n ∈ N,
m(Hn(x), Hn(y)) < ε. If X is ompat, H is equiontinuous i all elements of
X are equiontinuity points. An element x ∈ X is ultimately periodi for H if
there exist two integers n ≥ 0 (the preperiod) and p > 0 (the period) suh that
Hn+p(x) = Hn(x). H is ultimately periodi if there exist n ≥ 0 and p > 0 suh
that Hn+p = Hn. H is sensitive (to the initial onditions) if there is a onstant
ε > 0 suh that for all points x ∈ X and all δ > 0, there is a point y ∈ X and an
integer n ∈ N suh that m(x, y) < δ but m(Fn(x), Fn(y)) > ε. H is positively
expansive if there is a onstant ε > 0 suh that for all distint points x, y ∈ X ,
there exists n ∈ N suh that m(Hn(x), Hn(y)) > ε.
The topologial onjugay between a SA and some CA ating on the speial
subshift SK helps to adapt some properties of CA. In partiular, the following
haraterization of equiontinuous CA an be adapted from Theorem 4 of [15℄.
Proposition 3.6 If F is a SA, then the following statements are equivalent:
1. F is equiontinuous.
2. F is ultimately periodi.
3. All ongurations of C are ultimately periodi for F .
Proof. 3⇒2: For any n ≥ 0 and p > 0, let Dn,p = {x : Fn+p(x) = Fn(x)}.
Remark that C =
⋃
n,p∈NDn,p is the union of these losed subsets. As C is om-
plete of nonempty interior, by the Baire Theorem, there are integers n, p ∈ N for
whih the set Dn,p has nonempty interior. Hene the onjugate image ζ(Dn,p)
has nonempty interior too, and it an easily be seen that it is a subshift. It
is known that the only subshift with nonempty interior is the full spae; hene
Dn,p = C.
2⇒3: obvious.
2⇒1: Let F be ultimately periodi with Fn+p = Fn for some n ≥ 0, p > 0.
Sine F, F 2, . . . , Fn+p−1 are uniformly ontinuous maps, for any ε > 0 there
exists δ > 0 suh that for all x, y ∈ C with d(x, y) < δ, it holds that ∀q ∈ N,
q < n+p, d(F q(x), F q(y)) < ε. Sine for any t ∈ N F t is equal to some F q with
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q < n+ p, the map F is equiontinuous.
1⇒2: For the sake of simpliity, we give the proof for a given one-dimensional
equiontinuous SA F . Let G be the global rule of the two-dimensional CA
whose ation on SK is onjugated to F . By Denition 3.1, and sine the
diagram 1 ommutes, the map G : SK → SK is equiontinuous w.r.t. dT .
So, for ε = 1, there exists l ∈ N suh that for all x, y ∈ SK , if M
−l
2l+1(x) =
M−l
2l+1(y), then for all t ∈ N, G
t(x)0 = G
t(y)0. Consider now ongurations
ζ(c), where c ∈ {−∞,+∞}Z has either the form (. . . ,−∞,−∞,+∞,+∞, . . .)
or (. . . ,+∞,+∞,−∞,−∞, . . .). Sine every ζ(c) are ultimately periodi (with
preperiod n = 0 and period p = 1) and G is equiontinuous, for any k ∈ Z2
and any y ∈ SK with M
k−l
2l+1(y) = M
k−l
2l+1(ζ(c)), it holds that the sequene
{Gt(y)k}t∈N is ultimately periodi. For any U ∈ L(SK) ∩M22l+1, let x
U
be
the onguration suh that M−l
2l+1(x) = U , x(i,j) = 0 if −l ≤ i ≤ l and
j > l, and x(i,j) = 1 otherwise. Exept for the nite entral region, x
U
is
made by the repetition of a nite number of matries appearing inside on-
gurations ζ(c). Hene, xU is an ultimately periodi onguration with some
preperiod nU and period pU . Then, for any y ∈ SK with M
−l
2l+1(y) = U , the
sequene {Gt(y)0}t∈N is ultimately periodi with preperiod nU and period pU .
Set n = max{nU : U ∈ L(SK)∩M
2
2l+1} and p = lm{pU : U ∈ L(SK)∩M
2
2l+1}
where lm is the least ommon multiple. Thus, for any onguration z ∈ SK ,
we have that Gn(z)0 = G
n+p(z)0. By shift-invariane, we obtain ∀k ∈ Z2,
Gn(z)k = G
n+p(z)k. Conluding, G is ultimately periodi and then F is too. 
In [15℄ is presented a lassiation of CA into four lasses: equiontinuous
CA, non equiontinuous CA admitting an equiontinuity onguration, sensitive
but not positively expansive CA, positively expansive CA. This lassiation is
no more relevant in the ontext of SA sine the lass of positively expansive
SA is empty. This result an be related to the absene of positively expansive
two-dimensional CA (see [19℄), though the proof is muh dierent.
Proposition 3.7 There are no positively expansive SA.
Proof. Let F a SA and δ = 2−k > 0. Take two distint ongurations x, y ∈ C
suh that ∀i ∈ [−k, k], xi = yi = +∞. By innity-preservingness, we get
∀n ∈ N, ∀i ∈ [−k, k], Fn(x)i = Fn(y)i = +∞, hene d(Fn(x), Fn(y)) < δ. 
An important open question in the dynamial behavior of SA is the existene
of non-sensitive SA without any equiontinuity onguration. An example for
two-dimensional CA is given in [18℄, but their method an hardly be adapted
for SA. This ould lead to a lassiation of SA into four lasses: equion-
tinuous, admitting an equiontinuity onguration (but not equiontinuous),
non-sensitive without equiontinuity ongurations, sensitive.
Another issue is the deidability of these lasses. In [7℄, the undeidability
of SA ultimate periodiity was proved on the partiular subsets of nite and
periodi ongurations. It follows diretly that equiontinuity on these subsets
is undeidable. The question is still open for the whole onguration spae C.
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4 The nilpoteny problem
In this setion we give a denition of nilpoteny for SA. Then, we prove that
nilpoteny behavior is undeidable (Theorem 4.5).
4.1 Nilpoteny of CA
Here we reall the basi denitions and properties of nilpotent CA. Nilpoteny
is among the simplest dynamial behavior that an automaton may exhibit. In-
tuitively, an automaton dened by a loal rule and working on ongurations
(either C or AZ
d
) is nilpotent if it destroys every piee of information in any
initial onguration, reahing a ommon onstant onguration after a while.
For CA, this is formalized as follows.
Denition 4.1 (CA nilpoteny [10, 14℄) A CA G is nilpotent if
∃c ∈ A, ∃N ∈ N ∀x ∈ AZ
d
, ∀n ≥ N, Gn(x) = c .
Remark that in a similar way to the proof of Proposition 3.6, Denition 4.1
an be restated as follows: a CA is nilpotent if and only if it is nilpotent for all
initial ongurations.
Spreading CA have the following stronger haraterization.
Proposition 4.1 ([9℄) A CA G, with spreading state 0, is nilpotent i for every
x ∈ AZ
d
, there exists n ∈ N and i ∈ Zd suh that Gn(x)i = 0 (i.e. 0 appears in
the evolution of every onguration).
The previous result immediately leads to the following equivalene.
Corollary 4.2 A CA of global rule G, with spreading state 0, is nilpotent if
and only if for all ongurations x ∈ AZ
d
, limn→∞ dT (G
n(x), 0) = 0.
Reall that the CA nilpoteny is undeidable [14℄. Remark that the proof
of this result also works for the restrited lass of spreading CA.
Theorem 4.3 ([14℄) For a given state s, it is undeidable to know whether a
ellular automaton with spreading state s is nilpotent.
4.2 Nilpoteny of SA
A diret adaptation of Denition 4.1 to SA is vain. Indeed, assume F is a SA of
radius r. For any k ∈ Zd, onsider the onguration xk ∈ B dened by xk0 = k
and xki = 0 for any i ∈ Z
d\{0}. Sine the pile of height k may derease at most
by r during one step of evolution of the SA, and the other piles may inrease at
most by r, xk requires at least ⌈k/2r⌉ steps to reah a onstant onguration.
Thus, there exists no ommon integer n suh that all ongurations xk reah
a onstant onguration in time n. This is a major dierene with CA, whih
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is essentially due to the unbounded set of states and to the innity-preserving
property.
Thus, we propose to label as nilpotent the SA whih make every pile ap-
proah a onstant value, but not neessarily reahing it ultimately. This nilpo-
teny notion, inspired by Proposition 4.2, is formalized as follows for a SA F :
∃c ∈ Z, ∀x ∈ C, lim
n→∞
d(Fn(x), c) = 0 .
Remark that c shall not be taken in the full state set Z˜, beause allowing in-
nite values for c would not orrespond to the intuitive idea that a nilpotent
SA destroys a onguration (otherwise, the raising map would be nilpotent).
Anyway, this denition is not satisfying beause of the vertial ommutativity:
two ongurations whih dier by a vertial shift reah two dierent ongura-
tions, and then no nilpotent SA may exist. A possible way to work around this
issue is to make the limit onguration depend on the initial one:
∀x ∈ C, ∃c ∈ Z, lim
n→∞
d(Fn(x), c) = 0 .
Again, sine SA are innity-preserving, an innite pile annot be destroyed
(nor, for the same reason, an an innite pile be built from a nite one). There-
fore nilpoteny has to involve the ongurations of ZZ
d
, i.e. the ones without
innite piles. Moreover, every onguration x ∈ ZZ
d
made of regular steps (i.e.
in dimension 1, for all i ∈ Z, xi − xi−1 = xi+1 − xi) is invariant by the SA rule
(possibly omposing it with the vertial shift). So it annot reah nor approah
a onstant onguration. Thus, the larger reasonable set on whih nilpoteny
might be dened is the set of bounded ongurations B. This leads to the
following formal denition of nilpoteny for SA.
Denition 4.4 (SA nilpoteny) A SA F is nilpotent if and only if
∀x ∈ B, ∃c ∈ Z, lim
n→∞
d(Fn(x), c) = 0 .
The following proposition shows that the lass of nilpotent SA is nonempty.
Proposition 4.2 The SA N from Example 1 is nilpotent.
Proof. Let x ∈ B, let i ∈ Z suh that for all j ∈ Z, xj ≥ xi. Clearly, after
xi+1 − xi steps, F
xi+1−xi
N (x)i+1 = F
xi+1−xi
N (x)i = xi. By immediate indution,
we obtain that for all j ∈ Z there exists nj ∈ N suh that F
nj
N (x)j = xi, hene
limn→∞ d(F
n
N (x), xi) = 0. 
Similar nilpotent SA an be onstruted with any radius and in any dimen-
sion.
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4.3 Undeidability
The main result of this setion is that SA nilpoteny is undeidable (Theo-
rem 4.5), by reduing the nilpoteny of spreading CA to it. This emphasizes
the fat that the dynamial behavior of SA is very diult to predit. We think
that this result might be used as the referene undeidable problem for further
questions on SA.
Problem Nil
instane: a SA A = 〈d, r, λ〉;
question: is A nilpotent?
Theorem 4.5 The problem Nil is undeidable.
Proof. This is proved by reduing Nil to the nilpoteny of spreading ellular
automata. Remark that it is suient to show the result in dimension 1. Let S
be a spreading ellular automaton S = 〈A, 1, s, g〉 of global rule G, with nite
set of integer states A ⊂ N ontaining the spreading state 0. We simulate S with
the sand automaton A = 〈1, r = max(2s,maxA), f〉 of global rule F using the
following tehnique, also developed in [8℄. Let ξ : AZ → B be a funtion whih
inserts markers every two ells in the CA onguration to obtain a bounded
SA onguration. These markers allow the loal rule of the SA to know the
absolute state of eah pile and behave as the loal rule of the CA. To simplify
the proof, the markers are put at height 0 (see Figure 5):
∀y ∈ AZ, ∀i ∈ Z, ξ(y)i =
{
0 (marker) if i is odd ,
yi/2 otherwise.
This an lead to an ambiguity when all the states in the neighborhood of size
4s + 1 are at state 0, as shown in the piture. But as in this speial ase the
state 0 is quiesent for g, this is not a problem: the state 0 is preserved, and
markers are preserved.
Figure 5: Illustration of the funtion ξ used in the simulation of the spreading
CA S by A. The thik segments are the markers used to distinguish the states
of the CA, put at height 0. There is an ambiguity for the two piles indiated
by the arrows: with a radius 2, the neighborhoods are the same, although one
of the piles is a marker and the other the state 0.
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The loal rule f is dened as follows, for all ranges R ∈ R1r,
f(R) =


0 if R−2s+1, R−2s+3, . . . , R−1, R1, . . . , R2s−1 ∈ A ,
g(R−2s + a,R−2s+2 + a, . . . , R−2 + a, a,R2 + a, . . . , R2s + a)− a
if R−2s+1 = R−2s+3 = · · · = R2s−1 = a < 0 and −a ∈ A .
(2)
The rst ase is for the markers (and state 0) whih remain unhanged, the
seond ase is the simulation of g in the even piles. As proved in [8℄, for any
y ∈ AZ it holds that ξ(G(y)) = F (ξ(y)). The images by f of the remaining
ranges will be dened later on, rst a few new notions need to be introdued.
A sequene of onseutive piles (xi, . . . , xj) from a onguration x ∈ B is
said to be valid if it is part of an enoding of a CA onguration, i.e. xi =
xi+2 = · · · = xj (these piles are markers) and for all k ∈ N suh that 0 ≤ k <
(j − i)/2, xi+2k+1 − xi ∈ A (this is a valid state). We extend this denition to
ongurations, when i = −∞ and j = +∞, i.e. x ∈ ρc ◦ ξ(AZ) for a given c ∈ Z
(x ∈ B is valid if it is the raised image of a CA onguration). A sequene (or
a onguration) in invalid if it is not valid.
First we show that starting from a valid onguration, the SA A is nilpotent
if and only if S is nilpotent. This is due to the fat that we hose to put the
markers at height 0, hene for any valid enoding of the CA x = ρc ◦ ξ(y), with
y ∈ AZ and c ∈ Z,
lim
n→∞
dT (G
n(y), 0) = 0 if and only if lim
n→∞
d(Fn(x), c) = 0 .
It remains to prove that for any invalid onguration, A is also nilpotent. In
order to have this behavior, we add to the loal rule f the rules of the nilpotent
automaton N for every invalid neighborhood of width 4s + 1. For all ranges
R ∈ R1r not onsidered in Equation (2),
f(R) =
{
−1 if R−r < 0 or R−r+1 < 0 or · · · or Rr < 0 ,
0 otherwise.
(3)
Let x ∈ B be an invalid onguration. Let k ∈ Z be any index suh that
∀l ∈ Z, xl ≥ xk. Let i, j ∈ Z be respetively the lowest and greatest indies
suh that i ≤ k ≤ j and (xi, . . . , xj) is valid (i may equal j). Remark that
for all n ∈ N, (Fn(x)i, . . . , Fn(x)j) remains valid. Indeed, the markers are by
onstrution the lowest piles and Equations (2) and (3) do not modify them.
The piles oding for non-zero states an hange their state by Equation (2),
or derease it by 1 by Equation (3), whih in both ases is a valid enoding.
Moreover, the piles xi−1 and xj+1 will reah a valid value after a nite number
of steps: as long as they are invalid, they derease by 1 until they reah a value
whih odes for a valid state. Hene, by indution, for any indies a, b ∈ Z,
there exists Na,b suh that for all n ≥ Na,b the sequene (Fn(x)a, . . . , Fn(x)b)
is valid.
In partiular, after N−2Nr−1,2Nr+1 step, there is a valid sequene of length
4Nr+ 3 entered on the origin (here, N is the number of steps needed by S to
reah the onguration 0, given by Denition 4.1). Hene, after N−2Nr,2Nr+N
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steps, the loal rule of the CA S applied on this valid sequene leads to 3
onseutive zeros at positions−1, 0, 1. All these steps are illustrated on Figure 6.
0
0
time
i
N
j
−2Nr+1,2Nr+1
N
−2Nr+1,2Nr+1 + N
Figure 6: Destrution of the invalid parts. The lowest valid sequene (in gray)
extends until it is large enough. Then after N other steps the 3 entral piles
(hathed) are destroyed beause the rule of the CA is applied orretly.
Similarly, we prove that for all n ≥ N−2Nr−k,2Nr+k + N , the sequene
(Fn(x)−k, . . . , F
n(x)k) is a onstant sequene whih does not evolve. There-
fore, there exists c ∈ Z suh that limn→∞ d(Fn(x), c) = 0. We just proved that
A is nilpotent, i.e. limn→∞ d(F
n(x), c) = 0 for all x ∈ B, if and only if S is
nilpotent (beause of the equivalene of denitions given by Corollary 4.2), so
Nil is undeidable (Proposition 4.3). 
5 Conlusion
In this artile we have ontinued the study of sand automata, by introduing a
ompat topology on the SA. In this new ontext of study, the haraterization
of SA funtions of [6, 8℄ still holds. Moreover, a topologial onjugay of any
SA with a suitable CA ating on a partiular subshift might failitate future
studies about dynamial and topologial properties of SA, as for the proof of the
equivalene between equiontinuity and ultimate periodiity (Proposition 3.6).
Then, we have given a denition of nilpoteny. Although it diers from the
standard one for CA, it aptures the intuitive idea that a nilpotent automaton
destroys ongurations. Even though nilpotent SA may not ompletely de-
stroy the initial onguration, they atten them progressively. Finally, we have
proved that SA nilpoteny is undeidable (Theorem 4.5). This fat enhanes
the idea that the behavior of a SA is hard to predit. We also think that this
result might be used as a fundamental undeidability result, whih ould be
redued to other SA properties.
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Among these, deiding dynamial behaviors remains a major problem. More-
over, the study of global properties suh as injetivity and surjetivity and
their orresponding dimension-dependent deidability problems ould help un-
derstand if d-dimensional SA look more like d-dimensional or d+1-dimensional
CA. Still in that idea is the open problem of the dihotomy between sensitive
SA and those with equiontinuous ongurations. A potential ounter-example
would give a more preise idea of the dynamial behaviors represented by SA.
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